Connect

Unify transactions management across the enterprise
Connect puts oversight and management on a single pane of glass to unlock the power
of unified transactions management

In-person transactions are still a major aspect of business operations for most industries. Connect streamlines
and optimizes all aspects of managing these transactions, enabling a new approach to overseeing enterprise-wide
operations. Harnessing the power of the cloud within a fully secure and PCI-ready environment, Connect features
intuitive user interfaces and the flexibility of robust connections via an open REST API. Connect integrates with all
PayComplete hardware and compatible third-party machines.

With Connect, you trade costly and time-consuming transactions management for:
More Visibility, Better Decisions
Define KPIs for transactions
volume, user activity, device
health and more

Create custom reports and assign
automated schedules for delivery
to users

Enable user queries, accessing any
available data in the system

Faster, More Accurate Reconciliation
Automate the process of
reconciling transactions across
systems and providers, and with
cash deposits

Compare actual and expected
transactions by integrating with
POS, ticketing systems, and more

Conduct reconciliation by staff
member, location or organization
wide

Orchestrate the access to, and
activity of users on, all transactional
systems

Block specific users from additional
activities until requisite conditions

Lower Costs and Risk
Streamline oversight and
management of users and
systems

Connect

Key Features of Connect Cloud:

Transactions systems management

Connect makes it possible to remotely configure, update, monitor,
troubleshoot and manage all users and machines involved in
unattended transactions.

Activity orchestration

Monitor and control the transactions-related user activity and data
flows across the enterprise with Connect, setting limits and controls,
triggering alerts, and blocking further activity where needed.

Cross-system reconciliation

Connect powers reconciliation of transactions across systems and
providers at the level of individual employees, location, or enterprise-wide.

Transactions analytics

Rich visualizations of transactions-related KPIs can be built with the data in
Connect, using configurable templates and presented at multiple levels
and on a schedule or based on ad hoc queries.

Systems integration

For easy integration with other enterprise systems, Connect Cloud
includes a web API, ensuring reliable and accurate data flows across
transactional operations.

SaaS infrastructure

Connect can be deployed in a pure SaaS mode, or in a private hosting
environment or even on a customer’s own premises, maximizing
flexibility to meet any requirement.
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The PayComplete Advantage:
Hardware-agnostic:
works with PayComplete
or third-party devices

Service provideragnostic: works with
any bank or CIT

An integral part of
PayComplete’s platform
for unified transactions

Part of the PayComplete™ Unified Transaction Solutions
PayComplete is the global leader enabling the technology of in-person transactions and payment. The
PayComplete solution is a fintech IoT platform made up of an adaptable set of SaaS and machine software,
intelligent devices, and tech-enabled services.
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Enterprise-caliber
software for large scale
transactions and device
management

